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INTRODUCTION 

With an increasing demand for tourism and an expected annual growth of 4-5% in the number of 
international tourist arrivals, as forecast by the UNWTO World Tourism Barometer , there is no doubt that 1

tourism is one of the major driving forces of the economy nowadays. The tourism sector is fragmented by 
definition, because it encompasses many different actors and players which form part of the tourism 
experience. But the role of the DMO is slowly shifting from a marketing-only perspective to a management 
perspective. This has fostered change in the sector and today many DMOs have already started their 
transformation journey to become the primary subject of reference for the coordination of the tourism 
players at the destination. 

In fact, in order to be competitive on the market, destinations need to embrace the digital era and adapt to 
the ever changing needs of visitors, but starting a transformation journey for a DMO is not necessarily easy. 

This is why the Digital Tourism Think Tank has developed a framework to help destinations to shift their 
role from DMO to D𝑥O, where the “𝑥” stands for the mathematical symbol.  

The focus of this type of organisation nowadays is not 
marketing-only anymore, it can be experience, data, 
management, innovation, product, partnerships, 
storytelling, etc. 

Transformation is not an exact science. We work with a thoroughly thought-through methodology and adapt 
it to the unique needs of each destination fostering collaboration, transparency and productivity within the 
team. The transformation journey in this sense is; 

 http://media.unwto.org/press-release/2018-01-15/2017-international-tourism-results-highest-seven-years 1
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Organisational 

Starting with the organisation itself, 
we work with DMOs to become 
glass box brands, to transform 

inward to out.

Strategic 

A global vision, an acute 
understanding of macro trends 
and a long-term view underpins 

the strategic process.

Tactical 

Strategic development is 
translated directly through the 

process into planning, structuring 
and delivery as needed.
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The 12 Stages of Transformation Series is a comprehensive pack of resources created by the #DTTT 
Team which follows the Transformation Framework, a model built around 12 key topics that form the basis 
for the Destination Transformation.  

Each month we are launching a chapter of the series according to each stage of the model, including: 

• Relevant Case Studies and Best Practices. 
• Relevant Talks from the #DTTT events. 
• A package of Templates with relative explanatory video on how to use them. 
• An online learning course to understand and embrace the digital transformation with your team. 
• An Asana project plan to integrate into your workspace. 
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MARKETS & AUDIENCES 

Every destination needs to have a clear picture of their key markets and audiences and how to play up to 
their needs. Every DMO should make an assessment of the current market strategy in view of shifting 
demographics and the rise of emerging markets, to understand where changes and opportunities lie in the 
future.  

Knowing your audience is fundamental in any strategy and research is key to understand the travellers of 
today and their evolving needs and travel behaviour. But sometimes we might get lost in the Web with so 
many resources available to study the trends. 

In this chapter of the Transformation Series we will cover the topic of markets and audiences with a focus 
on the shifting trends in demographics and new generations as well as explaining how to conduct market 
and consumer research and analysis with the scope of identifying key interests and influences of target 
markets that are useful for the promotion of the destination. We will point out a series of free and priced 
tools and resources you can use to make your own research. 

We will then cover the key aspects of an audience strategy, guiding you through the creation of personas 
and identifying your local ambassadors and influencers who can speak adequately to your target audience 
and craft appealing campaigns to promote the destination. You can download the templates to start 
creating your strategies. 

With many case studies and talks from the best DMOs worldwide, we will provide examples of destinations 
who mastered their research of markets and audiences and who created campaigns tailored to specific 
segments.  

You will also find an Asana template board that you can import into your Asana workspace, with a list of 
useful tasks to guide you in the assessment and strategy about your markets and audiences. 

Finally, you will be able to access chapter 5 of the 12 Part DMO Transformation Course “Markets & 
Audiences” and learn about the topic through video lessons, case studies, templates and quizzes. 
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UNDERSTANDING A DESTINATION’S AUDIENCE 

One of the fundamental roles of a DMO is to attract visitors to the destination, which means speaking to a 
specific audience with a desire to visit the destination with relevant content aimed at guiding the visitor along 
the cycle from the desire to the booking phase. Understanding your audience is the starting point of any 
promotional strategy and the role of the DMO is to identify the existing and potential visitors before crafting 
any message or content to reach them. This chapter aims to provide the concepts and tools to understand 
your destination’s audience suggesting practical solutions that could define your target audience. 

First of all, it is important to use the correct terms to identify your public. In general, anybody you are talking 
to as a DMO is a visitor or a potential visitor, but in marketing it is defined as market. Your market is the 
public you are speaking to, but markets are usually categorising specific groups of public coming from a 
same country, region or sub-continents. Markets in tourism marketing are characterised by geographic 
boundaries and describe the patterns of groups of audience mainly based on a geographical approach, like 
the travellers from the Gulf Cooperation Council countries or travellers from China. 

A specific section of your market, then, is the so called target audience. As the word ‘target’ suggests, it 
refers to the audience you want to ‘hit’ with specific messages, or simply reach through well-defined 
marketing campaigns.  

The target audience can be further split into specific target segments, which are sets or groups of 
consumers joined by the same age range, provenience, interest or behaviour. The criterion used to define 
these groups of consumers is called segmentation and nowadays it has almost completely shifted from a 
demographic principle taking into account age, gender and location towards a psychographic principle, 
which is a method used to describe consumers on psychological attributes and affinity to things and 
concepts.  

The best way to understand your target audience is through the description of Personas, as we will explain 
more in depth in chapter 2, who are fictional characters with a specified name, age, location, job title and 
complete description of the family composition, interests, hobbies, preferences in brands, etc. These 
personas are based on the analysis of real customers who interact with the brand and companies often 
make use of social listening tools to draw information about them. 

To understand your audience is also important to stay informed about the trends in markets and audiences, 
the rising of emerging markets in travel and the changes in travel consumption happening every day. In this 
chapter we will describe the most relevant sources of information and research about market and audience 
insights. 
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From demographic to psychographic/interest-based marketing 

Clearly identifying your target audience is key to selling a product or service, and it is important to do so in 
the most accurate and cost-effective manner. If you know how your customers tick, then you know how 
best to sell to them. Demographic marketing is a great start, helping you to uncover who your customers 
are. Defining your audience by gender, age, ethnicity, social class etc. has been used by marketers for years 
to define audience profiles, but campaigns have proven that more than often, people who fall within the 
same demographic profile can behave in very different ways. In order to delve much deeper, marketing 
organisations must discover why their customers are buying the product or service.  

This can be achieved through psychographic marketing. This method of understanding your target market 
focuses on consumer likes, interests, opinions, habits, values, activities, beliefs and more, while 
helping to forecast consumer behaviour. It is a study of personality, values, attitudes and lifestyles, and is a 
much more emotive method to convince your audience that they need what you’re offering, helping brands 
engage better with their customers by improving their marketing efforts in a more focused manner. With this 
detailed information, marketers can make an informed guess on what product or service a customer might 
buy, and also the reasons behind the purchase. 

Psychographic marketing, or psychographic segmentation, comes in many forms, the most common type 
of which is Lifestyle Based Segmentation. Widely used by the retail sector, it separates consumers into 
categories based on their personal lifestyles, for example, in the retail sector, each person dresses 
differently, therefore there is a need to create different campaigns for different personas. These personas 
would reflect the variety of lifestyles, which would depend on the stage of life the consumer is in, such as 
retired or college student. Another way to separate different lifestyles, is by assessing whether the consumer 
lives in an urban or rural community. This type of segmentation will create opportunities for companies to 
appeal to their audience more efficiently. 

Another psychographic method of market segmentation is through personalities. This type is highly 
dependant on two factors; the societal class of the consumer and also their lifestyle. For example, a person 
who possesses expensive taste and enjoys fine jewellery and high-spec cars, is likely to also buy premium 
clothing brands. This lifestyle would support their personality. Brands tend to use this strategy, as different 
brands target different types of consumer. 

Consumers have a tendency to fall across different social classes, therefore it is optimal that this 
segmentation method be used as a form of psychographic marketing. Social class is determined by the 
consumer’s buying power, which generally reflects their background. Their pay bracket and spending habits 
also affects a person’s social class, therefore suggesting which types of products or services they are most 
likely to purchase. Companies and brands that use social class based segmentation to structure their 
strategies around should take into account the lifestyle of the consumer alongside their social class for a 
truly strategic marketing plan. 
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Attitude based segmentation focuses on the values of the consumer, which are shaped around aspects 
such as culture, politics, environment and by their upbringing. These aspects all help shape a person’s 
attitude, that would influence them to make a purchase, or else prevent one which challenges their beliefs. 
Alternative types of psychographic marketing could include segmenting consumers by marital status or by 
level of education. 

By understanding the complexities of your customer base, and what makes them unique, companies and 
brands can create truly bespoke marketing campaigns in order to encapsulate the attention of their desired 
audience. The great news, is that these two methods of marketing are not mutually exclusive, far from it in 
fact. They can work perfectly hand in hand, and compliment each other nicely. They play an important role 
within market research, and are key aspects to any marketing strategy. 

Over the years, demographic marketing has become a less effective method to understand people’s 
behaviours and attitudes, as society ever-evolves at a rapid pace, clear boundaries from before are now 
blurred lines. Psychographic marketing may be less straightforward than demographic, but the customer 
insights one can obtain from adopting this method are unequivocal. By creating these highly detailed 
customer profiles, companies are able to create a brand message that is relatable to their target audience. 
Demographic marketing can provide a great starting point for your market segmentation strategies, but for a 
deeper understanding into your consumers, psychographic segmentation should be your next step in order 
to increase your chances of receiving profitable results from marketing efforts. 

Affinity Marketing 

Sometimes referred to as partnership marketing, affinity marketing is a type of direct marketing, focusing 
on developing strategic partnerships. Affinity marketing occurs when a company forms a partnership with a 
compatible organisation or brand, or affinity group, where members of this group share common 
interests or goals. These affinity groups could be not-for-profit organisations, sports teams, enterprises, 
companies etc. For example, a well-known sports brand might partner with a well-known sporting event, in 
order to increase awareness of both the brand and the event while opening themselves up to a larger 
market audience and increase exposure. Companies and brands may also choose to offer special deals for 
members of the affinity group, to encourage brand loyalty.  

The aim is for each company/brand to provide products and/or services in exchange for access to a 
new market. The linking of these two brands is seen as mutually beneficial, as it increases brand loyalty for 
both companies while increasing their brand awareness. Moreover, affinity marketing also allows for the 
sharing of each other’s marketing expertise, research and the exchange of skills between the two partners. 
It is the opposite of competitive marketing, as it aims to boost brand loyalty and awareness for all parties’ 
products and services. 

Affinity marketing carries with it some misconceptions that may prevent brands from commencing 
potentially beneficial partnerships with one another. It can sometimes be confused with affiliate marketing, 
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where a company may get rewarded for selling the products or services of the other. In this instance, the 
depth of the relationship is usually quite shallow and weak, where each brand looks after its own. Affinity 
marketing is a long-lasting relationship where both parties benefit and work as a team, with similar brand 
values. Another misconception is that if a company shares its database, they will lose control over it. This is 
not the case. Each company will maintain control over how their data is used, and care is taken to protect 
both sets of customers, as both sides are working towards the same goal. 

One key limitation of affinity marketing, is that it is not always a guarantee that the venture will become a 
great success. Affinity marketing failures can occur if one of the brands involved refuses to endorse or 
promote the other, if the joining of the brands to target new markets occurs at the wrong time, or if the price 
of the products being advertised does not reflect the income bracket of the target audience, just to name a 
few examples. Occasionally, these affinity marketing attempts fail to acknowledge the needs of the affinity 
group’s members when marketing their products and services to their client base. 

Affinity marketing can be incredibly beneficial to the companies, brands or organisations involved in the 
partnership, providing the correct research has been conducted and strategy implemented. If the products 
and services provided to the new market are tailored to meet the specific needs of the desired customer, 
the timing is right and the partnership is transparent and mutually supportive, there is no reason why this 
type of marketing cannot succeed. Steps need to be taken to prevent any negative outcomes which can 
easily be avoided if this market research is carried out correctly and to sufficient depth in order to fully 
maximise the mutual benefits to each company or brand. 

Without a doubt, influencers have become firmly embedded within marketing strategies for the majority of 
brands, as an aspect of an affinity marketing campaign, an ambassador programme or as a separate entity 
altogether. Love or hate the concept, influencer marketing is now a powerful marketing technique, 
allowing your brand to gain direct access to a larger target audience, and should be a part of your 
marketing efforts, if it’s not already. Essentially, it’s utilising big names in industries and on social media to 
promote your products or services through paid advertisements. Influencer marketing brings with it various 
pros and cons, and we’ll discuss the topic further in the next chapter, to really get a feel for how it can 
benefit your DMO and how best to use it to boost your brand. 

Visit Sweden’s ‘The Edible Country’ 
Visit Sweden recently launched a super innovative joint campaign with partners Bookatable called ‘The 
Edible Country’. The idea of the campaign is based around ‘fine do-it-yourself dining’ - which aims to 
encourage people to get active and enjoy cooking and consuming healthy meals together using natural 
ingredients found within Sweden’s rural areas. 97% of Sweden is rural, so areas to dine in their wilderness 
are not hard to come by. People are able to book tables and are provided with the ingredients for their 
chosen meal. The campaign encourages people to connect with nature by enjoying the outdoors and the 
local fresh food. We think this is a great example of a DMO using their natural resources to design their 
marketing campaign around, and demonstrates the many different ideas and opportunities open to DMOs 
through these partnerships and affinity marketing strategies. 
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Singapore Passion Groups - Visit Singapore 
Receiving more than one million international visitors every month, Singapore is now one of the most up-
and-coming tourism destinations in the world. The Singapore Tourism Board (STB) launched a medium-
term marketing strategy to run from 2016-2020 to tackle the increasingly complex tourism landscape and to 
stay ahead of the competition. In an industry that is constantly evolving, where technology facilitates and 
influences consumer behaviour, destinations need to evolve to mirror this and adapt to the travellers of 
today. Here at the #DTTT, we consider the STB as one of the most innovative DMOs today, possessing a 
strategy that focuses on local people, their stories, their passions and dreams and deliver it through effective 
digital strategies to reflect their brand. Read the case study of STB. 
  
Similar to affinity marketing, STB have chosen to partner with local people and have structured their 
campaign towards the variety of audiences these individuals attract. This allows the DMO to cater for a wide 
range of tourists with different interests, reflecting each of their passion groups. These six passion groups 
are foodies, explorers, collectors, socialisers, action seekers and culture shapers. For each passion group, 
STB have linked well-known locals as Passion Ambassadors to the brand and to each group, which 
enables tourists to participate in activities which are truly catered towards their interests. Their marketing 
strategy aims at inspiring consumers before and after their arrival at the destination through the concept of 
passion. 
  
STB has succeeded in innovating their brand, by maintaining its authenticity and timelessness while 
reflecting the ever-evolving trends of the marketing industry. Moreover, they have fully embraced the needs 
of the modern traveller, by designing a marketing strategy with people at the centre. Organisational and 
operational changes in their structure help them to remain agile in the digital landscape, introducing a 
participative process involving internal skills and passions. STB was able to shift the perception of Singapore 
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as a destination from a futuristic and bustling city to an authentic place with passionate people. Here at the 
#DTTT, we consider this to be a great success and there are many aspects both internally and externally 
that other destinations can learn from with regards to partnerships and ambassadors. 

Niche Marketing and Communities 

If affinity marketing is used to reach people with an interest in a particular field through a business 
partnership, niche marketing is the type of marketing companies put in place to target people belonging to 
specific communities, called niche communities.  

A niche is by definition: 
“1. A position or activity that particularly suits somebody's talents and personality or that 
somebody can make his or her own.  
2. An area of the market specializing in one type of product or service.” - Urban dictionary  2

Niche communities, also referred to as micro-communities, are groups of people with a specific shared 
experience or interest. With so many communities existing for different hobbies and interest with a great 
potential to consider for marketing strategies, DMOs should understand where the potential of niche 
marketing lies in order to attract new target segments and exploit these niches to attract new visitors. 
The task as marketers revolves around finding the right conversations because communities establish 
themselves online and communicate via forums and chats, sometimes via the Dark Web .  These 3
communities share their passions for example on Facebook groups where personal referral about products 
and services has 9 times a higher possibility to convert to a sale. The organic growth and genuine 
recommendations from members of the community make it possible to have meaningful conversations 
about products and services upheld by trust. 

For this reason as a DMO you should consider sneaking into these communities to understand if they can 
become visitors of your destination or if you could develop products and experiences specifically suited for 
these niche communities, on the example of many other DMOs who focused on particular niches, like the 
ones that follow. 

Many marketers’ intuitions urge them to go bigger, reach more people and get larger exposure. However, 
that it not necessarily the right choice. Niche tourism, which is a type of specialty tourism that focuses on a 
specific concept or topic, actually helps destinations to differentiate their tourism products and compete in 
an increasingly competitive and cluttered tourism environment. In short, niche marketing allows destinations 
to become big fish in a relatively small pond. 

 https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Niche2

 “The Dark Web  is a term that refers specifically to a collection of websites that exist on an encrypted network and cannot be found by using traditional search engines or 3

visited by using traditional browsers. Almost all sites on the so-called Dark Webhide their identity using the Tor encryption tool.” - techadvisor.co.uk
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With the evolution and integration of the internet, niche travel markets have become mainstream, from food 
tourism, solo female travel, adventure tourism, surf tourism and many more – niche marketing should be a 
destination’s priority. 

A niche marketing strategy can connect your destination and its community to passionate, loyal visitors who 
appreciate the experiences that only your destination can provide. 
Increasingly, we at the DTTT and our DMO partners find high value in focusing on interest-based travel, as 
opposed to the typical one-size-fits-all marketing of the past. We gathered some examples of different and 
interesting types of niche tourism campaigns created by DMOs that might help you to understand how to  

Film Tourism in Ireland with Game of Thrones 
Tourism Ireland realised early on that screen tourism was a huge opportunity for them and they invested 
major resources into building more and more activities around Game of Thrones and other screen 
opportunities. Fast forward six years of filming Game of Thrones in Northern Ireland, and the series has 
become a huge part in showcasing Northern Ireland’s landscape and culture. It is, therefore, no surprise that 
Northern Ireland as a destination is now marketed as the Game of Thrones Territory, attracting visitors from 
all over the world. For the last six years, Tourism Ireland worked extensively with HBO and sees its 
partnership with them as a huge opportunity to raise the profile of Northern Ireland as a holiday destination. 
Across Northern Ireland, there are more than 20 filming locations that are accessible to the public and 
encourage visitors to explore the stunning and unique landscapes of the island. 

Voluntourism in The Faroe Islands 
In 2019, Visit Faroe Islands, launched a new campaign that — counterintuitively — urges most tourists not 
to come to the North Atlantic archipelago, at least for one weekend. Instead, the country is inviting 100 
volunteers to come work with residents on local improvement projects on April 26 and 27. 
Hoping to stave off over tourism woes that have plagued other destinations, Visit Faroe Islands made 
preservation a priority, vowing to keep its “Unspoiled, Unexplored, Unbelievable” motto a reality into the 
future. Though the official word from Prime Minister Aksel Johannesen is that the Faroe Islands will be 
“closed for maintenance, open for voluntourism,” essentially what will be closed are eight to 10 popular sites 
and attractions. Visitors will pitch in to put up signs, install steps, build paths, or add fences where needed. 
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This is the third “viral” campaign that has come out of The Faroe Islands – the other two are Sheep View 
and  translation site, which with a staff of five, is quite impressive. Closed for maintenance, open for 
voluntourism from Visit Faroe Islands on Vimeo. 

Luxury Tourism in Dana Point 
In the crowded California luxury marketplace, Dana Point wanted to exploit its under-the-radar status. In 
markets that are oversaturated, people are looking for lesser-known nooks and crannies. Luxury travellers 
are looking for off-the-beaten path destinations, not wanting to go where everyone else goes. An elusive 
destination that is down to earth is luxurious in itself. 
After speaking with locals, a study of visitors — actual and potential — found that while Dana Point evoked 
images of beauty and friendliness, some of the descriptors which it scored high on were local and proud, 
active and healthy, natural and picturesque, and homegrown and distinctive–the area was not necessarily 
seen as luxurious nor cool. 
In looking at these perceptions, the DMO decided to capitalise on offering a more relaxed luxury experience 
than its competitive set. It coupled this with a brand promise: “In Dana Point, you are one of us. We make it 
easy to connect with the ocean and others around you.” 

Film Tourism New Zealand with The Hobbit 
Although not a destination, Air New Zealand, also capitalised on the growing popularity of screen tourism – 
also known as film tourism – with their Most Epic Safety Video Ever Made #AirNZSafetyVideo. The digital 
campaign strived to grow brand awareness and inspire travel to New Zealand. 
As the official airline of Middle-Earth, Air New Zealand wanted to celebrate the third and final film in the 
Hobbit Trilogy – The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies. The film starred Elijah Wood and Sir Peter 
Jackson and included special cameos by Sylvester McCoy, Dean O’Gorman and Weta Workshop. This was 
actually the third Middle-earth style video Air New Zealand had created to celebrate the Hobbit 
In one week the video received 16 million views online, with almost 120,000 people viewing it online every 
hour. The video was also featured in the world’ most popular entertainment and new websites, including 
CNN, Time, Mashable and Buzzfeed. 
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Food Tourism: Scotland 
There is no better example of the trend toward showcasing the people who put food on the table, versus 
the food on the table, than this sumptuous video from Visit Scotland. This example perfectly demonstrates a 
new face of food tourism promotion that emphasizes the people who make up the local food scene, and 
the spirit of culinary collaboration, innovation, and celebration that all visitors can experience, regardless of 
their budget. In other words, it’s not about the food, it’s about the story behind the food. 
In this campaign video, Ben, the main character, and his father don scuba gear to search for young scallops 
in the waters off the Isle of Skye. They then transfer those scallops by hand to the shallows where there’s 
more nutrients and sunlight, so the scallops can grow larger and develop more layered flavors. After a 
period of time, the men come back to harvest the mature oysters. Ben says he and his dad are the only 
people who produce seafood this way, which supports Visit Scotland’s tagline: “A Spirit of Its Own.” 

Sustainability and Eco-Tourism in Ljubljana 
Visit Ljubljana markets itself as a city with a green soul. Thanks to its exceptional environmental awareness, 
the city has managed to preserve its green character to the present day. As a result, the city was named the 
European Green Capital in 2016 and more recently was declared the winner of the Sustainable Tourism 
Award in the 2019 European Capital of Smart Tourism competition. 
Their sustainability strategy – Vision 2025 – and an ambitious set of goals, has seen the city transform itself 
since 2007 into a mecca for the eco-conscious. Motorised vehicles are banned from the entire centre, free 
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fountains offer naturally potable water throughout spring and summer, and outside the pedestrianised 
centre, buses are methane-powered to reduce emissions. 
Slovenia, in fact, has become the world’s first country to be declared a green destination, based on an 
assessment by the Netherlands-based organisation Green Destinations. The country as a whole have 
become known as a small country taking big steps in promoting sustainable tourism. 

Cycling Tourism in Gelderland 
Toerisme Gelderland’s “5000km Gelderse streken” campaign allowed community members to participate 
with Mirre, an intrepid destination ambassador for the Dutch province of Gelderland, in a 100-day cycling 
adventure. The campaign elicited consumer engagement and community involvement through an authentic 
expression of one of Gelderland’s most important experiences: cycling. By focusing on this niche, the 
destination was able to showcase many important experiences the province has to offer while involving 
many stakeholders and tourism partners. During her 100-day journey, Mirre visited Gelderland attractions, 
events, restaurants, museums and more. As she shared experiences from her bicycle, she created quality 
content for web and social media, which helped her build an engaged community that followed her every 
step. The integrated campaign would exist online and offline; involve partners, regions, and the province; 
focus on cycling; and generate positive word-of-mouth marketing with an ambassador cyclist who would 
make a 5000-kilometre trek 
passing through every trail in 
the province. To maintain 
interest over the whole trip, 
the campaign included special 
events such as community 
meet-ups, interviews with 
influencers and unusua l 
experiences. 
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Witchcraft Tourism: Salem 
The famous town in Massachusetts, U.S.A. leans into its spooky history and pop culture reputation to 
attract Halloween aficionados and magic-loving millennials alike. Destination Salem’s website invites visitors 
to build a personalised itinerary based on their interests, which helps them plan and make the most of their 
Salem experience. 

Bitcoin in Queensland 
More than 30 businesses in Agnes Water and the Town of 1770 in central Queensland now accept 
cryptocurrency as a form of payment, with the beach community billing itself as Australia’s first “digital 
currency-friendly” tourist town. The aim is to attract a niche market of international tourists, who can pay for 
goods with digital currency like bitcoin that can be instantly converted to Australian dollars. 

Emerging audiences in travel 

When talking about markets and audiences we should consider the emerging audiences in travel, the 
travellers who started to travel only in the last two decades or so. These audiences, or market segments, 
are exponentially rising in global travel and tourism and have a high spending power and a thirst for 
meaningful experiences and places with an Internet connection. Among these segments we will briefly 
explain about the Chinese and the GCC travellers, both exponentially rising and interested in international 
travel. 

But first let’s take a look at the trends in travel consumption by two of the most ‘travelholic’ generations 
ever: Millennials and the Generation Z. 

Millennials and Generation Z 

These two generations are the youngest spending generations today and also the ones to consume travel 
more than the previous ones. Millennials and Gen Z were born with and after the Internet boom and are now 
always connected. This factor provided them with a mind open to new cultures and ready to explore. Take 
this and add a higher availability of transport means and easier ways to book your travel and you have the 
perfect recipe for these two generations.  

Travellers of these two generations are those who are more incline to plan their travels independently - 
called FIT or fully independent travellers -. FIT travellers are usually opposed to those looking for a package 
holiday or tour as they have the tendency to look for information, plan and book their holiday independently 
and taking advantage of the great choice of booking platforms, online communities and social media to find 
all the information they need. 
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According to a report from UNTWO  (Global Report on The Power of Youth Travel - 2016) youth tourism has 4

a positive social and economic impact because of its characteristics. Youth travellers in fact are resilient to 
changes and economic/political instability, they spend more time and money in the local communities and 
are more incline to make their journey a purposeful one, complementing leisure with educational activities 
and volunteerism, being more incline to experience meaningful encounters with local people and to learn 
from different cultures. Let’s take a closer look at the characteristics of these two generations. 

Millennials 
Everyone is talking about Millennials today and nearly every tourism marketer is making them a priority – or 
at least trying to understand what characterises this generational group. Millennials are those people born 
between the early 1980’s and late 1990’s, which are now between 25 and 40 years old. But it’s not age that 
distinguishes this generation. Millennials strongly differ from any generation before them because they 
consider travelling as a birthright and they are expected to spend incrementally more on travel services than 
any other age cohort and by 2020 this generation will represent half of all travel spend worldwide. Millennials 
don’t look for fancy brands or expensive cars, they look for experiences, for something intangible that can 
enrich their life. Statistics show that 6 in 10 of them would rather spend their money on experiences rather 
than material things. 

So, now the question comes naturally, how should we market to Millennials? 
In our opinion, 4 things characterise this generation: 
• Authenticity: Millennials no longer want to feel like tourists, they are travellers looking for authentic and 

local experiences. 
• Experience: They want to touch, smell, feel and appreciate the uniqueness of every experience. They 

value new challenges, new environments and are always looking for something different, for the 
experience of a lifetime. 

• Personalisation: Old school travel packages do not appeal to millennials. They prefer self-service 
options when planning a trip to create a highly customised experience that aligns with their individual 
identity 

• Online Engagement: Millennials are connected 24/7 and they document everything on social media, 
especially their travels. They want to share their stories online in real-time. 

As a DMO you should keep in mind these three rules suggested by Google : 5

1. Millennials trust influencers:  they reach the buying decision more and more through peer 
recommendation and influencers play a very big role in this. Work with influencers to reach them and 
convince them.  

2. Reach them online: 10% of Millennials get to know products through advertising and online media. 
3. Use video to connect: the most consumed content format nowadays is video. Millennials engage with 

brands through relevant video content. Produce interesting video to engage with this generation. 

 https://www.wysetc.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Global-Report_Power-of-Youth-Travel_2016.pdf4

 https://www.consumerbarometer.com/en/stories/millennials5
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Generation Z 
The tourism environment is constantly evolving. Just when we started understanding Millennial generation, 
the Gen Z is about to enter our market. We don’t know yet much about them but what the industry need to 
know is that they are ready to travel and they share many commonalities with their Millennial cousins. 
Gen Z is the generation formed by 10 to 20-year-olds born between the late 1990’s and 2008. Today they 
represent 1/4 of the population and they are rapidly growing. By 2020 Generation Z will account for 40% of 
all consumers and will have the full disposable income to travel. Therefore, they will represent a big share of 
the market. However, tourism marketers need to understand that Get Z are really different from Millennials. 
The digital generation growing up on mobile is truly different to the generation who grew up discovering 
mobile. Gen Z is a multi-tasking and a multiple screen generation (TV, iPhone, laptop, desktop, iPad etc.) 
with a really short attention span of 8 seconds. That is something that marketers should carefully consider 
when creating content for that generation. Get Z also approach social media in a different way compared 
with the previous generation. They give high value to privacy and prefer apps like Snapchat and Whisper. 
Even more interesting is the fact that 25% of this generation abandoned Facebook in 2014. This is because 
Gen Z spend most of their time looking for content on social media instead of social networking. Also, apps 
like Youtube and Instagram are the most preferred ones. 

We are in front of a generation that doesn't only share things, but creates things. Gen Z can be defined as 
“curators”, they want to contribute to the conversation and be part of it. Connectivity is also fundamental for 
this generation, it is a given, not a variable. Be connected at every stage of their trip is a must for Gen Z. 

How can you market to Gen Z? 
• Team up with Gen Z to build your destination brand together and amplify the story around it. 
• Tap into creative expression, entrepreneurialism, the search for a greater sense of purpose. 
• Think about how your destination can engage Gen Z in a participatory way involving them in crafting your 

brand. 
 

Want to learn how to talk to Gen Z? 
Don’t miss the opportunity to take part in the upcoming edition of #DTTT 
Campus in Oslo from 13 to 14 June 2019. The event will feature a 
workshop dedicated to Generation Z and how to harness this audience 
through content & storytelling in a destination marketing landscape. 
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The rise of the Chinese travellers 

In 2018, the Chinese demand in travel to Europe strengthened more so than its demand in global travel, 
and looks to remain strong for the foreseeable future, according to the European Travel Commission. 
Despite this, these European destinations have imposed upon China some of the strictest travel restrictions. 
Likewise, China also enforces incredibly strict travel restrictions and visa requirements, and is actually the 
largest of these visa constrained markets itself. Visa restrictions are still highly present amongst global travel, 
but there has recently been movements for visa facilitation and the changing of visa policies towards many 
countries, including China, which is one of the long-haul markets for which visa-free access to the EU is not 
yet available. 

Visas can be incredibly costly, and time consuming to not only complete, but to wait in line for, and many 
destinations are reducing their fees or lengthening their visas to encourage higher numbers of visitors to 
their destinations. New visa types, such as electronic visas and visas on arrival are certainly making it easier 
for international travel. European destinations host less than half of Chinese travel, in spite of rapid growth in 
the country’s travel demand over recent years. At present, there is a clear opportunity for faster growth in 
the upcoming years, as the increase of the Chinese market mirrors the increase in facilitative visa policies. 
This should, in turn, generate even more visitor numbers and visitor spend from the Chinese market, 
providing a more relaxed approach to visa policy is adopted. 

DMOs have started to encourage Chinese tourists as a way of boosting their economy. Many countries 
have started to relax their visa policies for the Chinese, by increasing their length or by waivering them 
altogether, in the hope that more will visit.  

With regards to the changing of travel trends among the Chinese community, technology and societal 
changes have dramatically altered the Chinese travel industry and cultural norm. The UNWTO has stated 
that Chinese travellers as a single unit are the most powerful source of change in the travel and tourism 
industry today. In China, 4.4 billion trips are made each year, with 2016 seeing over 135 million international 
departures. Remarkably, only 6 per cent of the Chinese population own a passport, making the potential for 
the Chinese market an absolute goldmine. On top of this, Chinese tourists spend around double of an 
average tourist, and conveniently address issues of seasonality as they tend to travel outside of typical 
European holidays, making them a very desirable consumer for destinations everywhere. 

Many Chinese tourists are considered as independent travellers, 60 to 70 percent in fact. Their trips are 
booked online, with hotels and air travel booked first, and after which they will generally use their 
smartphones to decide on excursions and entertainment upon arrival at the destination. According to a 
recent UNWTO report, there is a need for DMOs to target the younger Chinese generation by keeping up-
to-date with technology trends as these generations bring technological revolutions to the travel and tourism 
industry through various apps and payment methods, altering the tourism industry as we know it. 
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Without a doubt, Chinese tourists are a tremendous driving force for growth for whole nations. They 
contribute considerably to any economy they are part of throughout the duration of their trip, and many 
places around the world are actually adapting to the Chinese tourist. We would strongly encourage any 
DMOs to also research Chinese tourism trends, and to adapt their marketing strategies to take these rapidly 
growing trends into account. With visa policies becoming more flexible, and an increase of Chinese 
travellers possessing passports, the time is now to encourage this nationality to visit your destination in 
order to truly drive consumer spend. 

Read more about Chinese travel: 
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/visa-policy-and-chinese-travel-to-europe/ 
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/chinese-performance-summary-report-2018-eu-china-tourism-year/  

The rise of the GCC travellers 

GCC stands for Gulf Cooperation Council and it is formed by six countries: Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, 
Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The residents of these countries form part of the so 
called GCC traveller segment which is nowadays one of the emerging target markets in tourism. The Gulf 
Cooperation Council countries are lucrative and attractive markets for many destinations and businesses to 
turn to.  

As suggested by a UNWTO and ETC study  (GCC Outbound Travel Market Report), the profile of the GCC 6

traveller is in the 18-54 age range, family oriented, with a tendency to travel in large groups, but the 
Millennials segment is rapidly growing with a tendency to travel in small groups. The travelling behaviour 
suggests GCC traveller are keen on international leisure trips and they tend to travel during the main holiday 
peak period coinciding with the summer months. This type of traveller is keen on exploring new destinations 
and try different holiday types and activities. They use internet for research and planning and the trend 
suggests the lead times are changing towards an earlier booking. 

So what do DMOs need to understand from this data about GCC travellers? 

A recent Amadeus report  focused on examining the big travel effects and different travel segments of which 7

the tourism industry needs to be aware, and how to actively tap into in order to succeed. Three of the travel 
segments mentioned in the report were particularly interesting, indicating some of the opportunities for 
businesses, but also challenges for the industry as a whole to connect with, in order to work more efficiently 
with travellers. 

 GCC Outbound Travel Market Report - https://www.e-unwto.org/pb-assets/unwto/presentation_webinar_GCC.pdf6

 Shaping the future of travel in the Gulf Cooperation Council - Big Travel Effects. A White Paper by Frost & Sullivan and Insights Middle East. URL:https://amadeus.com/7

documents/en/blog/pdf/2014/06/shaping-the-future-of-travel-in-the-gcc.pdf Accessed 14th May 2019.
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The Coming of Age Traveller 
The GCC market is a surprisingly young one, making it an attractive consumer market for European 
destinations and businesses to target. Already, the young and rapidly growing population is a key driver in 
GCC countries with regard to travel and other sectors. As these consumers are maturing and are 'coming 
of age', they become travellers themselves, seeking new, unique and memorable experiences worldwide. 
Technology and social media also play a key role when travelling. Destinations and businesses that are 
considered highly attractive and developed need to ensure that they have an attractive online presence, and 
should be highly active on social media too. This can often be the defining aspect of success, as connecting 
with the key millennial demographic is particularly focused on mobile and social media platforms. 
This segment of travellers will make a quick move from first time travellers to becoming decision-makers of 
the future, combining business trips with leisure activities, so called 'bleisure' trips. 

The Family Traveller 
Family is considered important within the GCC countries, and it is notable that family sizes are large, with on 
average four children in comparison to 2.5 in other high income countries. It is also interesting that most 
families from the GCC region like to travel with other family members and friends, looking to arrange a trip 
including a range of entertainment and activities. Often families from the GCC region opt for a package 
holiday, ensuring that the necessities of a larger group travelling are met. Visiting friends and relatives has 
also been a big driver of this traveller segment, making it an interesting segment for the tourism industry, 
and one within which clear preferences can be identified. 

The Independent Traveller 
Mobile readiness is a particularly important requirement  for the independent traveller, creating the need for 
tourism providers to ensure that their desires are anticipated, and that they are effectively connecting with 
them through mobile. Research has indicated that contemporary travellers increasingly expect to be able to 
access goods, services and information at every stage of travel, and mobile plays an absolutely critical role 
in this process. 

The independent traveller is a truly exciting demographic in the GCC, with massive potential, comprising 
primarily of travellers between the ages of 26 and 45. When this group plan and book travel, a mixture of 
phone and Internet are used. There is always a view toward planning every aspect of travel independently, 
rather than selecting services that have been pre-combined at provider sites or through online travel 
agencies. Report findings indicate that this traveller segment expects tourism companies to be 'responsive, 
fast, accessible, and personable’. 

From an opportunity perspective, it is clear that the above traveller demographics are  interesting and 
valuable ones to focus on, and that the GCC as a market overall can be lucrative and attractive for 
destinations. However, due to the specific needs and expectations of GCC travellers, targeting them will 
also require thinking about a strategy that works for the market, and crafting an approach that can attract 
the  traveller  segments which seem most fitting with the flavour of tourism that a destination or  service 
provider is able to offer. 
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We believe that getting to grips with this market now is more important than ever. As competition in this 
region rises, it will simply become harder and harder to stand out significantly from other destinations. 
Gaining a headstart in this market, and occupying a commercial presence in this market ahead of 
competitors, is absolutely crucial in the process of achieving success. 

To gain more insight about the GCC Traveller we point out these additional resources: 

The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) Outbound Travel Market 
UNWTO/ETC 
Publication date: November 2018 

h t t p s : / / w w w . e - u n w t o . o r g / p b - a s s e t s / u n w t o /
presentation_webinar_GCC.pdf  
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/the-gulf-cooperation-council-gcc-
outbound-travel-market/  
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/the-gulf-cooperation-council-gcc-
outbound-travel-market-2/  

 

Shaping the Future of Travel in the Gulf Cooperation Council: Big 
Travel Effects 
Amadeus 
Publication date: 2014 

https://amadeus.com/documents/en/blog/pdf/2014/06/shaping-the-
future-of-travel-in-the-gcc.pdf  

 

Market and Trade Profile: GCC  
Visit Britain 
Publication date: February 2018 

https://www.visitbritain.org/sites/default/files/vb-corporate/markets/
visitbritain_marketprofile_gcc.pdf  
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Resources to understand different markets 

With a too broad availability of resources on the web nowadays it can be time-consuming to start a desk 
research to dig deeper into markets and audiences. We at the DTTT know very well that time is a very 
valuable resource and for this reason we have made a selection of resources that can help you 
understanding your audience. These resources all come at a cost, but there are many freely available on the 
web that sometimes take a greater effort to be found. Free resources on travellers often come from big data 
providers such as Google, but some of them might be on your ‘virtual backyard’, like NTOs websites. We 
made a selection of the most efficient and important resources to consider when making research about 
markets and audiences with our opinion and how you can use them. 

Free resources 

NTO research 
There are many free resources and tool on the web that can help you understand your markets and 
audiences and conduct research on them. The first and foremost important type of resource is represented 
by the NTO websites which in most cases have a dedicated section for research and insights, especially 
with market insight, that can be freely accessed to understand the travel and tourism trends mostly related 
to that particular nation. Hint: many NTO websites have information of this kind in English in spite of the 
specificity of the research in that country. We analysed multiple NTO websites but our research is to be 
complemented by you! We found particularly interesting the research sections of the following NTOs, but as 
we said, the list might be too long, so we suggest you refer to the tourism website of your nation to find 
data relevant for your country. 

Visit Britain 
The trade section of the Visit Britain tourism website is full of very useful resources ranging from the latest 
research in travel trends to specific market segment insights where it’s possible to gather data about 
markets. From their website we suggest to take a look at these reports that you might find interesting: 

• Market and Trade Profile: GCC 
• The Future Travel Journey - Trends for Tourism Product Development 
• Discover England: summary insights on overseas visitors to England’s regions 

Singapore Tourism Board 
The official tourism organisation of Singapore has a section of the governmental website entirely dedicated 
to statistics and market insights which focus on data about international arrivals and visitors in Singapore, 
as well as reports for each market visiting the destination. 
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Brand USA 
The DMO of USA has a section of their website dedicated to Research and Analytics. Within this section it’s 
possible to find individual market guides as well as a report on market profiles and other insights in form of 
report about consumer and industry trends. Especially interesting are the market guides which are made in 
partnership with the U.S. Commercial Service and the National Travel and Tourism Office (NTTO) and 
provide snapshots of the economy and information about travel from 14 global markets. 

Destination Canada 
Among the NTOs, Destination Canada is the one that stood out the most to us for the layout of the website 
section dedicated to research. In the corporate section of the tourism website it’s possible to find many 
interesting and relevant up-to-date reports on travellers, markets and insights. Alongside Canadian tourism 
data and market profiles, DC and their partners conduct primary research focused on specific sectors in 
Canada's tourism industry, e.g. culinary tourism, indigenous tourism, millennial travel and ski tourism. Their 
Global Tourism Watch provides consumer-based intelligence on 10  markets around the world, and in 
Canada. 

UNWTO 
The World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO) is responsible for promoting sustainable tourism that can be 
accessed by everyone. Promoting tourism as a driver of economic growth, the UNWTO is a NPO (a not-for-
profit organisation), and is the tourism industry’s leading international organisation. Additionally, it uses 
tourism as a tool for environmental sustainability and inclusive development across the globe, offering 
leadership and support within the sector. The UNWTO has the ability to guide DMOs into becoming more 
sustainable destinations, and shows them how to utilise their resources to their full potential. It encourages 
the existence of tourism for the development of infrastructure and transport links in a manner that prevents 
harm to the natural environment, while promoting tourism as a positive driving tool for destination 
development and longevity. A fantastic source of information and guidance, the UNWTO is a valuable free 
resource for DMOs everywhere. 

As a market leader, they should be one of your most trusted organisations to turn to for knowledge and 
strategy. Producing excellent market knowledge, the UNWTO aims to make tourism an effective tool for 
development through their assistance in many projects spanning across over 100 countries. They provide 
insightful free reports, guidelines, facts and figures for DMOs, alongside a range of events across the globe 
to discuss industry trends, strategies and issues with hundreds of industry experts and DMOs. 

The DTTT opinion: For reliable, accurate and reputable sources of information, useful to your DMO and 
marketing strategies, we would highly recommend the UNWTO as a source for industry research. Being a 
part of a NPO lends with it certain privileges, as run by the UN, the data and research available is widely 
accessible and free-of-charge. 
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ETC 
The European Travel Commission (ETC) represents the National Tourism Organisations (NTOs) of Europe, 
and have a mission to increase sustainable development within the continent and subsequently within each 
of its tourist destinations. Their industry expertise, reputable partners, market intelligence and best practice 
sharing, places them directly in the spotlight of European tourism, and currently focuses primarily on 
research, marketing and advocacy. 

Their research resources arrive in the form of publications - a mixture of reports and case studies, some of 
which require a fee, others are free-of-charge. These publications are an excellent source of vital market 
information for your DMO, and we would highly recommend you keep up-to-date on all current affairs in the 
sector via these means. There is an option to become a member, which we would recommend, which 
would grant you access to further research, insights and events. Many DMOs are already members, so this 
would be an opportunity to stay ahead of your competitors. Alongside these publications, the ETC also 
offers an array of visual content, such as graphs, charts and infographics, reporting on trends and 
producing statistics on a number of different themes and topics. Alongside textual research, it is important 
to use this visual data to get a clearer, all-round view of your DMO; depicting areas to work on and 
displaying what is doing well in your organisation. 

The DTTT opinion: We would highly recommend using the ETC’s resources for your tourism marketing 
research, as they produce high-standard, detailed documents truly useful for not only European DMOs, but 
also for DMOs outside the continent with an interest in European travel, tourism and marketing. With their 
70s years of experience and expertise, this organisation has the ability to truly encapsulate tourism issues 
and trends and provides a wealth of industry knowledge and insights. 

Download the “Quarterly Report - Q1/2019” to discover the European trends and prospects in travel 
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Google 
As one of the ‘Big Four’, the world’s four most powerful technology companies together with Amazon, 
Apple and Facebook, Google is an endless ocean of information, whether you use just the research function 
or its multiple tools that help you gather data quickly and cost-effective. 

Think with Google is a platform dedicated to the latest consumer insights, statistics and trends in digital 
marketing spanning across multiple industries and audiences. It is a sort of newsroom for data about online 
consumer trends but also an aggregator of useful tools that help you improve in the digital space whether 
through advertisement planning or gathering data and information through research. We selected three tools 
that we think might help you in understanding your audience: 

• Google Consumer Barometer is a tool that shows statistics about the use of internet around the world. 
It’s a storehouse of research and resources that lets you find country-specific information on consumer’s 
device preferences and purchase decisions. Through the consumer barometer you can create custom 
analysis to understand how people use the Internet; see how the world’s internet access and usage is 
evolving; learn about the role of internet in the live of key audience segments; check out charts and 
infographics with the highlight of Google’s research and even create your graph with the Graph Builder. 
Watch the video on how it works. 

• Google Trends is a tool that gathers real time data to understand consumer’s search behaviour. It works 
as a comparative search tool for terms or topics and it give an instant comparison of up to three topics 
to see how they perform on search. This tool is useful to understand how your competition is doing in 
terms of search engine ranking which might reflect consumers’ real interest on your or other 
destinations. 

  
• Google Surveys is a tool that gathers market-research data from Internet users through survey 

questions distributed online through content publishers’ websites in different categories to reach the 
widest mix of respondents as possible. Users are selected for the survey based on demographic criteria 
such as gender, age and region or province, and the user’s browsing history. The algorithm used is the 
same Google uses for advertising targeting. The collected data is aggregated and analysed through a 
simple online interface. The service has a price based on the reached audience. See the pricing options 
here. 

The DTTT Opinion: Google tools are very useful and extremely up-to-date. We think that every DMO 
should be subscribed to the Think with Google newsletter because they publish very interesting articles 
about travel and customer experience. All the Google tools are very useful to keep up to date with the digital 
marketing trends. Google Surveys is a great service if you need instant data and if you don’t need to 
narrow-segment your audience. It is a cheaper and faster option than other companies but it comes at a 
cost: the survey sample can only be customised based on age, gender and location and it is not possible to 
select the publisher categories to target because this is automatically provided by Google. On the other 
hand, it is an easy and cost-effective method to gather insight if you don’t need a specific audience and if 
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you don’t have a list of users to send your questionnaire to. The responses can be seen almost immediately 
with a full completion within 7 days. 

Amadeus 
Amadeus’ key aim is to shape the future of travel, by constantly searching for the next travel-related 
technological trend, which connects the entirety of the travel sector. At Amadeus, they construct solutions 
which aid the aerospace industry, transport sector, search engines, travel agencies and other players in the 
travel sector to successfully run operations and improve the whole travel experience for the consumer. After 
over 30 years in the industry, Amadeus work closely with their partners and clients to create more rewarding 
customer journeys, and lead the travel industry with a goal to create a better, more thriving future. 

Amadeus provides DMOs and other companies working within the travel sector with leading analytics and 
intelligence. Amadeus utilise their own skills in sourcing reliable, relevant data and help these organisations 
make better decisions and take valuable actions from this research. They offer intelligence solutions from 
analytics, helping DMOs achieve their vision and goals, through highlighting important opportunities for 
growth, areas to develop further and suggesting future trends based on the analysis of their data. Amadeus 
can truly help your DMO thrive, prosper and adapt quickly in a rapidly changing marketplace. Their free 
insights including items such as case studies, white papers, blog articles, infographics and reports - all 
super easy to access and digest. 

The DTTT opinion: There are four main areas where we feel Amadeus is a clear choice for DMOs. Their 
approach to personalisation allows a bespoke service for each client, treating each DMO as an individual 
and creating campaigns around their data and needs. With over 30 years in the industry, Amadeus are able 
to offer unequivocal market insights and expertise, making them a key choice for your data research and 
analysis. Their high-calibre data integration means they can assess your DMO and offer solutions with ease, 
and alongside their consulting services, can help you implement your strategies and campaigns quickly, 
ensuring maximum results. 

Sojern 
Specialists in travel data for over 10 years, Sojern have so far produced over $13billion for their clients 
through direct bookings. This has been achieved through their excellent multi-channel branding and 
performance solutions. They not only analyse global travel behaviour, but use data science to examine real-
time information from a variety of sources. Their insights are distributed throughout reports with the aim of 
assisting travel marketers in planning and launching relevant strategies and campaigns.  
Sojern has available a multitude of free research resources for your DMO, including case studies, blog 
articles, reports, white papers and webinars, and offer a thought leadership video series which discusses 
the latest trends in travel marketing and technology. For DMOs, this is useful to assess and predict future 
trends in the industry, in order to tailor marketing strategies to compliment these trends and maximise 
marketing budgets. What’s more, their company, Adphorus, provides travel brands and DMOs with the tools 
they need to direct their marketing budgets towards Facebook and Instagram using data insights, making 
the combination of these two companies a valuable resource for your DMO. 
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The DTTT opinion: We absolutely love how quick and easy it is to access detailed, interesting and 
informative research with Sojern. Just by filling in some basic details about you and your company, you have 
free access to everything, from case studies to reports. A reputable company, with a vast experience of 
working with DMOs, Sojern is able to identify your DMO’s target audience, optimise your campaigns and 
provide the best possible results, helping you to outperform your competition through its DMO data insights. 
Despite Sojern being a free resource, these consultation services and data insights are at a price, as they 
offer deeper analysis and bespoke marketing solutions, but we think it’s definitely still a fabulous resource. 
 

Download Sojern’s free report ”The 2019 Middle East Report on Travel Advertising” 

Skift 
Deciphering and defining trends for global CEOs and CMOs in the travel sector, Skift translates as “shift” or 
“transformation” in Nordic languages, reflecting their ethos of the transformation of a brand, destination or 
the future of travel. Specialising in helping DMOs transform and prosper, they represent intelligence and 
information within the epicentre of the travel research industry, providing a combination of news articles, 
research, marketing services and conferences. Skift’s aim is to help the travel industry and DMOs 
understand the ever-evolving behaviour of travellers and provide the resources to support this. By helping 
DMOs understand their consumers’ behaviour, they can adapt their marketing strategies to explore this 
information, and maximise on marketing spend. 

Skift provide research in the form of news articles from a variety of topics, such as corporate travel, luxury 
travel, destinations and digital, alongside daily and weekly newsletters on these topics to keep their 
subscribers fully updated. These various types of research can not only provide DMOs with interesting 
insights into the industry, but also spark ideas of content to publish. Moreover, Skift also offer a number of 
conferences throughout the year in various locations around the world, granting DMOs access to the best 
industry minds, innovative strategies and marketing techniques. 
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The DTTT opinion: Skift is an ultra-modern, forward-thinking research company with a great ethos. They’re 
fun and exciting, and provide truly interesting, insightful articles covering an array of topics. In addition to 
their qualitative studies, they also provide in depth quantitative research, data analysis and consultancy with 
industry experts for a fee, but are primarily an excellent choice as a free resource. 

Paid resources 

There are many paid sources available to conduct market research over a variety of different industries and 
topics. From finance, to medical, to travel and tourism, there is an optimal market research company 
perfectly suited to your organisation. Forrester is a well-respected market research company focusing 
primarily on consumer trends and technology, providing its clients with data and reports, although they also 
offer consultancy with industry leaders, alongside running events and workshops.  

For travel and tourism market research, IPK International conducts global research in this sector, providing 
annual surveys alongside a unique tourism database for America, Europe and Asia. Additionally, they assist 
their clients in creating tourism strategies, marketing plans and master plans, and enable them to be 
implemented effectively. For global forecasting and quantitative analysis, Oxford Economics are leaders in 
assisting their clients in conducting numerical research and analysis.  

They help their clients track, analyse and create models for national, industry and urban trends, alongside 
consultancy with industry leaders. Phocuswright is a travel industry research specialist supplying 
information, data and reports on how travelers, suppliers and intermediaries connect, making it the perfect 
choice for all your travel industry data needs. And lastly, Comscore aids organisations in analysing data 
trends and conducting research in the media marketing sector, from box office analysis to TV shows and 
digital market overviews. We’re confident that you can use these paid resources to your full advantage for all 
your organisation’s data research, analysis and consultancy requirements. 

Forrester 
As a market research group, Forrester provides market insights serving a variety of industries, ranging from 
banking to medical insurance. They offer valuable up-to-date research focusing on the most important 
dynamics of the day, alongside analytics displaying how well your company is meeting its goals, and offering 
advice as to where best to invest in order to drive growth.  

These analytics also help to understand your key clientele, while predicting future trends and offering models 
as a blueprint for your growth. Forrester Connect provides executive programs pairing you with an executive 
partner to communicate with for help and advice. It also provides leadership boards where peers can 
 connect and collaborate. Clients are able to learn new skills and develop existing through CX Certification, 
CX Essentials and Workshops.  

These are customised training programmes and hands-on projects to mirror your company’s vision, 
alongside sessions led by Forrester analysts. Forrester also offer consulting, assisting you with your 
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strategies and decisions, and events - Forrester Forums, providing inspirational content and skill-building 
workshops. 

The DTTT opinion: This is a great, reputable source of information, offering data and reports for a large 
variety of industries. Forrester not only offer data resources to their clients, but consultancy with their 
industry experts alongside informative and valuable events and workshops, with a prime focus on consumer 
trends and technology. 

IPK International 
A travel and tourism market research organisation, IPK International conduct global research. Their World 
Travel Monitor is an annual survey and unique tourism database, used as a tool for tourism strategies, 
marketing plans and master plans. These compare data on the European, American and Asian travel 
sectors, analysing travel demand and customer behaviour. Their tourism research offers specialised and 
bespoke studies, designing questionnaires, completing fieldwork, data-handling and analysing results. They 
conduct qualitative and quantitative market research across the globe, which can be consumer or B2B-
oriented.  

IPK then use this market research to create tourism marketing plans and strategies for their clients, 
developing these alongside providing tourism forecasts and BD concepts on regional, national and 
international levels. Additionally, IPK also conduct valuable SWOT analysis and construct tourism master 
plans on regional and national levels, as well as master plans for tourism resorts. Once these plans are 
ready to be implemented, IPK International offer their clients continuous support throughout the project and 
during the implementation process. 

The DTTT opinion: Their vast tourism database combined with tourism research, analysis, marketing and 
the construction of strategies, alongside assistance and guidance in implementing these strategies makes 
IPK International a key contender for your organisation’s needs. However, if you wish to focus your attention 
on data outside of Europe, America or Asia, then an alternative market research organisation would be 
better suited. 

Oxford Economics 
Oxford Economics are leaders in global forecasting and quantitative analysis, serving a variety of sectors 
from travel to energy to technology. They provide forecasts and models, helping their clients track, analyse 
and create models for national, industry and urban trends. Their economists and leadership specialists 
apply advanced economic tools in order to provide insights into current business, financial and policy 
issues.  

The global economic and industry models and analytical tools available to their clients allow for the 
exceptional forecasting of market trends and the assessment of their economic, social and business 
impacts. Their consulting capabilities help their clients portray the difference their activities make to the 
economy, including the creation of employment and public finances.  
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The Oxford Economics thought leadership team conduct research and data analysis to create narratives 
which provide business decision-makers with relevant information and insights needed to run their 
organisations more sustainably. Their global macro, industry, cities and regions models allow for forecasting 
demand, trends, economic conditions and business performance from a local to international basis. 
Furthermore, the expertise available ensures that analysis of policy changes provides credibility as evidence 
to influence key stakeholders. 

The DTTT opinion: Clearly a leader in global forecasting and quantitative analysis, Oxford Economics are 
the perfect choice for your numerical data collection, analysis and forecasting. Releasing information and 
data regularly on the current global financial state, their professionalism and experience in the sector is 
unequivocal. If your organisation requires a more qualitative stance in research and data analysis, then an 
alternative market research company may be more suited to your needs. 

Phocuswright 
Phocuswright is a travel industry research specialist supplying information, data and reports on how 
travelers, suppliers and intermediaries connect. They provide individual reports covering many regions and 
topics, and access to marketplace intelligence is available through the purchase of a subscription. Partners 
with US business and financial reporting leaders, such as the Wall Street Journal, Forbes and The New York 
Times, Phocuswright demonstrates true credibility and reliability with their research and analysis. With an 
option to become a research subscriber or merely purchase individual reports, their thorough analysis 
provides the clarity your organisation needs to make sound strategic decisions. Phocuswright analysts 
provide industry expertise on a variety of topics associated with the travel, tourism and hospitality industry, 
including valuable information on consumer trends, mobile, destinations and technology. Their research 
subscription permits entry into the vast library of global travel research and data, supplying you with all the 
available material to boost your team’s travel industry knowledge and presentations.  

The DTTT opinion: Offering regular events, webinars, interesting and informative articles, research reports, 
valuable content, consultancy, speakers and uncapped access to marketplace intelligence, Phocuswright is 
the clear choice for your travel and tourism data requirements. An innovative company, keeping up-to-date 
with trends, recognising up-and-coming travel startups and providing fresh, new ideas to inspire travel and 
tourism organisations, boosted by their high calibre partners. 

Download the free report “Asia Pacific Online 
Travel Overview 2019 - Market Sheet” 
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Comscore 
Comscore is a powerful third-party source for a reliable measurement of cross-platform audiences, and is 
used for planning, transacting and evaluating media across a variety of platforms. It combines data across 
multiple sources, helping your organisation to discover and act upon new opportunities for business growth 
while understanding the impact of media and marketing in order to improve ROI. Comscore uses cross-
platform measurement to help you make informed business decisions for sustainable growth and 
understand the potential impacts of marketing investment. Combining data assets with sophisticated data 
science, Comscore are able to help their clients invest in what works, while providing useful and insightful 
blogs, case studies, infographics and other types of material. Partnered with the largest TV networks, digital 
media properties, brands, agencies and film studios across the globe, Comscore play a starring role within 
the media ecosystem. Their leadership team comprises of a range of industry leaders of entrepreneurs, 
engineers, brand-builders and problem-solvers, each with a track record of success in advising and 
assisting leading companies and technologies, who thrive while solving challenges. 

The DTTT opinion: From a media standpoint, Comscore is the key market research company for your 
needs in accessing and analysing media data, including box office and TV show statistics. It is also an 
excellent source for cross-platform analysis, media marketing assistance and digital market overviews. If 
your organisation requires market research and data analysis in another sector, rather than in media, it may 
be best to look elsewhere. 

Consumer behavioural data 

As consumers we interact every day with multiple brands providing us products and services. These 
companies gather every day big amounts of data related to the user behaviour that they use to create 
insights about consumers’ actions and preferences. Examples for this category of research companies are 
Skyscanner and Expedia Media Group, two companies in tourism that collect every day heaps of 
information on consumers’ travel patterns and draw interesting conclusions on the trends in tourism. These 
companies provide access to both free and priced reports with very up-to-date insights about consumer 
trends. 

Skyscanner - Travel Insight and Trends and Analysis services 
The world travel search engine, Skyscanner, can be a super useful platform to not only find the best deals 
on flights and hotels, but to uncover travel trends, analysis and read up on travel insights. Your organisation 
can use Skyscanner’s valuable insights to create marketing campaigns based on real time, thorough 
research and data analysis in the travel sector.  

Drawing data from over 200m global searches every month, their Travel Insight service provides relevant 
customer insights into purchasing habits using their click-through data, where you can uncover which prices 
and itineraries etc. are driving the most sales and receiving higher levels of interest. Additionally, 
Skyscanner’s travel search data gives you an overview as to what exactly your customers want, including an 
understanding into the most popular destinations, allowing DMOs to identify new opportunities within the 
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market. Their data is geo-tagged, meaning that Skyscanner knows the location of your customers when 
they’re searching, and what’s more, you can find out at which stages you lose customers to your 
competitors, helping you to plan your marketing campaign more effectively.  

Skyscanner is the world’s leading travel distribution platform, so it’s no surprise that the travel search engine 
has key access to all revolutionary travel industry trends. They aim to provide valuable insights to make your 
organisation and campaigns as effective as possible. Your DMO can utilise Skyscanner’s Trends and 
Analysis service to browse industry insights, which focus on travel trends, technology and general analysis 
of the sector’s market.  

The DTTT opinion: They provide regular super interesting and relevant articles on analysis and thought 
leadership in the industry, alongside great white papers, and is definitely a valuable research tool for your 
DMO. 

Expedia Group 
As the world’s ultimate travel platform, Expedia Group boasts an extensive array of brands and partners 
including some of the world’s most reputable travel brands. Through their travel advertising solutions, clients 
are able to access billions of travel and booking data insights, which help to inform clients how best to reach 
Expedia travel shoppers through marketing strategies.  
Possessing sophisticated targeting capabilities, Expedia Group can help your organisation reach your target 
audience through specific demographic, travel and psychographic profiles using travel behavior, consumer 
profiles and custom audiences as types of targeting. Their travel behavior targeting uses first party and 
booking data to produce accurate, travel-focused targeting and includes the audience’s travel geography, 
trip details, device(s) used for searching or booking and more. Expedia Group are partnered with world-
class data partners which enable them to create effective psychographic and demographic audience 
targeting using consumer profile targeting.  

This targeting includes categories such as avid travellers, age, gender, interests, education and more. Their 
custom target audience allows you to work with Expedia Media Solutions to construct unique custom 
targeting based on first-party travel and booking data. It combines historic travel search data, seasonality 
and historic booking and itinerary data to create highly customised audience targeting for your DMO. 
Through working with Expedia Group to understand behaviour data, your organisation is able to connect 
with a global travel audience. This would allow you access to over 200 branded sites, located in 75 
countries and in 35 languages.  

The DTTT opinion: Expedia Group have already worked with numerous DMOs, such as Singapore, Visit 
Finland and Travel Alberta, and design their own marketing objectives with the aim of increasing tourism for 
various destination marketers. This makes the travel platform an optimum tool for not only uncovering and 
using valuable data, but for creating relevant and accurate marketing objectives and strategies for your 
DMO. 
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We selected three free reports from Expedia you might find useful: 

A Look Ahead: How Younger Generations Are Shaping The Future Of Travel - Getting To Know Gen Z 
Traveler’s Path To Purchase - A Study On Travel Path To Purchase In The UK, USa And Canada 
American Baby Boomer Versus Millennial Travelers - Insights To Help You Connect With These 

Behemoths 

Netnography and Social Listening 

Netnography is an online research method and set of techniques used for the digital tracking of social 
interaction within current digital communications contexts. It is a set of research practises gathering, 
analysing and extracting big data, alongside analysing trends and producing reports, all stemming from 
participant observation. Netnography can also be referred to as social listening, and is essentially the study 
of human interaction and experiences using digital methods and communications. 

The insights from this social listening technique, enable companies and brands to receive real time analysis 
on how and why consumers participate in conversations online, and what truly matters to them. Companies 
such as Coca Cola, Adidas, BMW and American Express are already utilising netnography to their 
advantage, helping their brands to uncover a deeper, cultural message to aid in their marketing strategies. 
Moreover, this research method can allow insights as to how companies can improve their product or 
service to meet and exceed their consumers’ expectations. 

There are a vast amount of social listening platforms available for companies online, both free and via a paid 
subscription. More often than not, the software is free to use, but for a more detailed and thorough analysis, 
these platforms will require an update in membership type and will charge a fee. The more expensive the 
tool, the deep the analysis will go. 

The DTTT Opinion 
Here, we have put together our top 5 of the best social listening tools on the market, and why we think they 
could be useful for your DMO... 
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Coming in at number 5, is HowSociable. This tool is super useful for tracking your competitor’s 
social presence, as well as measuring your own. It breaks down your different social media platforms 
into scores, allowing you to see which ones are working well and which ones need a bit of work. It’s 
free, and allows you to track up to 12 platforms, but if you want to increase your access to 24 more, 
a paid pro account is needed.  

 

In 4th place sits Boardreader. The use of forums and messaging boards also play a vital role in your 
organisation’s social media presence. This platform allows you to search for specific terms across a 
variety of forums, so you can take a peak at what people are saying about your organisation. By 
searching for a term, you can browse a vast list of posts up to two years, and generate charts to 
analyse trends and compare terms. 

Our 3rd choice is Mention, a wonderful platform tracking millions of sources in 42 languages - super 
useful for your DMO. This tool sends you real time mentions of your brand on social networks, 
forums, web pages and blogs, so 
you can respond to consumers 
quickly. You can also keep on top 
of your team’s tasks, assigning 
and sharing work, and generate 
reports to produce great visuals of 
your brand’s mentions by source 
or language. This platform is a 
paid tool, but they do offer a 14 
day free trial, giving you some time 
to decide the suitability of Mention 
for your organisation. 

Coming in at 2nd is a multi-use social listening tool called Socialbakers. Combining its services as a 
CRM with a netnographic tool, this digital platform really is an all-singing, all-dancing way for your 
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organisation to track your brand mentions online and gain valuable insights. Not only can you use 
their AI analysis to target the right audience, but you can maximise your social performance by 

discovering what your audience actually wants to see, 
so you know in advance what content will work. All 
your social media accounts can be managed side-by-
side with Socialbakers, where it outlines your key 
influencers, helping you understand where and how to 
direct your content. Netnographically, the platform 
organises millions of conversations online where your 
brand has been mentioned, so you can get a feel for 
how your consumers perceive your products or 
services. Socialbakers is a paid tool, but offers a 
personalised free trial, and currently boasts over 
10,000 clients, including Toyota, Lexus and Danone. 

Our winner, standing strong in 1st place, has to be Hootsuite. As a free social media listening tool, 
we think it’s the best. It covers a multitude of social networks, including Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, 
Wordpress, LinkedIn and Google+, and is highly well-known. Providing weekly reports and team 
management tools, it is perfect for 
when there is more than one team 
member managing the accounts. It 
allows you to monitor specific search 
terms, to track mentions of your 
brand, services, products or any 
relevant keywords you want to track. 
Furthermore, Hootsuite permits you 
to use an RSS feed, so you can post 
to your personal accounts as well as 
your business accounts. 

Netnography isn’t the sole method that will send your social media marketing skyrocketing, but it’s a 
valuable cog in your machine that can make a huge difference. For your organisation, it’s important that you 
have clear goals, have chosen a suitable social listening tool, employ a team who can respond to 
consumers quickly and appropriately, and possess the drive to use analytical results to improve your 
organisation’s performance. Achieve these, and you’re laughing! 

Other Netnographic tools 

Consultants for strategic futures, Kairos Future is a management approach with the aim of transforming 
companies and brands into agile future-shapers, helping them change and develop alongside trends to 
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maintain a competitive advantage within a thriving and innovative market. As a consulting and research 
company, they are able to provide expert consultancy, forward-thinking case studies and technological 
advances. 

Kairos Future has teamed up with machines in order to truly be innovative. Their smartphone app, 
Co:tunity, acts as a web-based platform for trendspotting. It enables companies to access trends and 
innovative ideas, as well as sharing them, developing, analysing and reporting, all in one digital platform. 
Co:tunity can help companies understand where best to launch their product or service on the market, or 
reach new audiences, and allows for excellent trend-spotting. On this digital platform, companies can like, 
share and comment on others’ ideas, making the app the only platform to combine the spotting of trends 
with the creation of ideas and innovation. Co:tunity uses the analysis and research methods of Kairos 
Future, of which have already been utilised globally by hundreds of companies and brands, to aid 
companies in discovering innovative new insights. Moreover, the app offers reports and newsletters, 
allowing its customers to stay up-to-date, merging ideas and trends into concepts. These concepts can 
then form useful and valuable presentations extracted by the platform, making it even easier for companies 
to communicate their findings and visions with others. 

Kairos Future has also developed an agile analytics platform, Dcipher. This platform allows its customers to 
identify trends in huge amounts of data, such as social media, news, reports and abstracts, based on 
internationally patented algorithms. It is able to work with data in over 15 languages, and has the ability to 
learn a new language as a human would, but at a much faster rate. The most useful aspect of Dcipher, is 
that there is no prerequisite for a hypothesis - it can find the most relevant patterns without the need for pre-
assumptions. Kairos Future has developed online services, tailored for each client. These services are based 
on Dcipher’s abilities, to outline weak signals and growing trends, as well as highlighting various topics and 
competitors. Bespoke online platforms are created to meet the needs of the client, whether these are to 
understand consumer behaviour, track trends or keep an eye on competitors. At present, Dcipher has 
already proven to be a valuable starting point for a multitude of global clients. The platform has analysed 
millions of blogs for UNWTO 
and The European Travel 
Commission, highlighting 
Chinese and Brazilian travel 
trends, alongside crawling 
millions of Chinese blogs and 
forums to understand the 
baby segment in China for a 
global consumer goods 
brand. Dcipher can work with 
data from any industry, 
prov id ing accurate and 
valuable insights for its 
clients. 
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REACHING THE RIGHT AUDIENCE 

Now that you have an understanding of the trends in markets and audiences and you have a list of tools 
you can choose from when making a research about your audience, as a DMO you can start rethinking 
about your current audience strategy or start creating a new one from scratch. But the tricky part is always 
‘How do I start?’. First of all, if you have a complete and thorough understanding of your audience, you 
might want to revise the messages and channels used to reach your target segments and the way you 
communicate with them to promote your destination. In this chapter we will explore how you can create the 
right messages for the right audience but also how to use the right channels, which will briefly anticipate the 
next chapter of the 12 Stages of Transformation Series, Targeting and Distributing, that will cover the topic 
of data and how to distribute messages in the digital world through a defined targeting strategy.  

Crafting the right messages for the right audience 

If your knowledge of markets and audiences is consolidated and well defined, it is easier to create 
campaigns and define the messages and the right tone of voice for your target segments. To make your 
communication effective, it should target each segment in a different way, following the segment’s 
characteristics, traits and needs. Nowadays personalisation is a key part of the customer experience and 
the great availability of data about consumers make it possible to create a personalised marketing that is 
able to keep the attention of consumers for longer and generating loyalty in the long run. But personalising 
messages for specific target audiences can be expensive if you have to create different campaigns for 
different customers. That said, the concepts of interest-based marketing, affinity marketing and niche 
marketing should have helped you understand that communication cannot be the same for everybody and 
that, especially in tourism, there are groups of audience with specific interests that represent an opportunity 
for DMOs who want to promote their destinations in different ways, gaining a competitive advantage, 
innovating and creating new tourism products and experiences to attract visitors. Crafting the right 
messages for the right audience requires a great work on identifying the real characteristics of your existing 
and potential visitors, so that you as a DMO can adapt your strategies to them and even create new 
experiences from scratch. One of the methods used to define the real characteristics of your audience is 
through the creation of customer personas.  

Customer Personas 

One of the most innovative ways to segment a target audience is having customer personas, which are 
fictional representations of people with specific traits and characteristics common to your audience 
segments and based on data collected from real user research and analysis. It is important to make a 
distinction between customer segments and personas. Econsultancy  explains that segmentation is used to 8

identify different sets or groups of customers that join people living in a same area, in a same age range or 
with a similar buying behaviour. Personas instead are fictional representations of real life customers 

 https://econsultancy.com/customer-personas/8
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belonging to these segments, with a fictional name, age, job title and multiple personal and behavioural 
traits and characteristics that, even if fictional, perfectly describe an hypothetical customer. 

“A marketing persona  is a composite sketch of a key segment of your audience. For content 
marketing purposes, you need personas to help you deliver content that will be most relevant and 
useful to your audience.” - Ardath Albee, Content Marketing Institute  9

Usually for each organisation there is not one single persona but a set of personas (between 3 and 6) that 
covers the target audience in different contexts and scenarios. Organisations usually create visual cards of 
these personas to really sketch them and portray them in all important aspects. A persona card is usually 
depicted like this: 

Having personas is important. First, it helps to achieve clarity in all forms of communication. Second, it gives 
a better understanding of customer needs and priorities. Third, it helps to achieve organisational-wide 
awareness of different priority segments and helps to gain a higher customer-centric attitude.  

Marketing personas help you identify with your audience in a much preciser way, which leads to the creation 
of more efficient campaigns and to better conversion or even loyalty in the long run .  10

As a DMO, with a specific role of managing and promoting the destination, increasing awareness and 
attracting tourism, having customer personas will help you to understand the motivations behind your 
customers’ visits and improve the tourism offer at the destination.  In the next chapter we will guide you in 
the process of creation of your personas. 

 https://econsultancy.com/customer-personas/9

 https://buffer.com/library/marketing-personas-beginners-guide10
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Ambassadors and Influencers 

Crafting the right message for your audience means also using any necessary means to reach the specific 
audience, and as we saw earlier in the report, interest-based marketing and the increase in personalisation 
made it possible to have target segments with very special interests. Consumers today have the tendency 
to find inspiration for their travels online, especially on social media, where they follow profiles and channels 
of people who have stories to tell and content to show.  

With the rising importance of the concept of short-length stories, whether on Instagram or Facebook or 
Snapchat, consumers are always more incline to see destinations through the eyes of testimonials who can 
tell them the story of the place and the experiences they live there. 

These testimonials are defined as ambassadors and influencers, people with the specific aim of promoting 
places and experiences to attract consumers, and in the case of tourism, visitors. 

But what is the difference between ambassadors and influencers? 

An Ambassador is a person who represents a brand, or a destination brand in your case, and creates 
positive vibe around the experiences that foster word of mouth and likelihood to visit the place. Wikipedia 
reports 

“A brand ambassador (sometimes also called a corporate ambassador) is a person who is hired 
by an organization or company to represent a brand in a positive light and by doing so help to 
increase brand awareness and sales.” 

But as we often talked about ambassadors in tourism, an ambassador is sometimes just a local person who 
is willing to represent the destination telling the stories of it and conveying the identity of the place. Many 
destinations use brand ambassadors for their campaigns. Singapore, Helsinki and Montreux among them 
have identified local people with interesting stories that can be used to promote the place but also real 
people that visitors can meet in person and have an experience at the destination with. 

The Singapore “Passion Made Possible” campaign, that we covered in the case study you find in this 
section, talks about the people of Singapore with specific passions and values that represent the 
destination. Through an in-depth process in the organisation, STB, together with other governmental 
agencies worked on  establishing the real identity of Singapore, not merely focusing on the tourism 
proposition. The new brand Singapore took into consideration the identity of Singaporeans, their passions 
and dreams, and making them feel represented by the brand. “Made Possible” represents the obstacles 
and challenges to pursue Singaporean dreams, but it is also the metaphor for the pursuit of STB’s 
objectives. In this way these Singaporeans are the ambassadors of the destination and represent it 100%. 
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Helsinki Marketing went innovative as well with their local guides, citizens of Helsinki but also ambassadors 
of the city that provide some tips and tricks to experience the best of the Finnish capital. They are real 
people you can meet in person when you arrive at the destination, most of them are local entrepreneurs that 
you can visit at their shops, bars and restaurants. 
 

Last but not least, Montreux Riviera created a project called “Be My Guide”, which we covered in this case 
study, a way to visit the region completely free accompanied by local people who register to be the guides 
for tourists. Visitors can easily click through and select a local guide based on their specific needs and 
interests. The region now has almost 50 local guides and it looks as though it is set to continue growing. 
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The role of Montreux Riviera is simply to coordinate and facilitate this contact between visitors and locals, by 
way of social media content and the website. We find this really interesting as this makes the experience as 
organic and natural as it could be, creating the best possible experience for both parties. All the local guides 
are incredibly proud to show off their home, build new relationships and help visitors to discover true stories 
and experiences, making them the ambassadors of the destination. 

See Toronto Now, the DMO of the Canadian city, has asked Samira Wiley to represent the city and provide 
tips and tricks about her favourite places and neighbourhoods. The DMO created a series of Instagram 
stories and an article on the website to promote Toronto through the eyes of the American actress.  
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But we were also talking about influencers. 

Influencers are people with a strong reputation for their knowledge and expertise on particular topics. They 
usually build their followers’ base on social media creating content and posts about those topics on their 
preferred channels and generating large followings of enthusiastic engaged people who pay close attention 
to their views. 

Citing Influencer Marketing Hub , an influencer is 11

“An individual who has a following in a particular niche, which they actively engage with and has 
the power to affect purchase decisions. The size of the following depends on the size of the 
niche.” 

This explanation of the terms takes into consideration a very important aspect of influencers, they can 
influence the purchase decision with their opinion, that can either positive or negative, let’s remember! 
If as a brand you decide to collaborate with an influencer, this person will obviously spread a positive 
sentiment about your brand. In this case this is influencer marketing, that will cover in the next paragraph.  

Influencers, as the word suggests, influence people with their positive or negative opinions of your brand/
destination. But what are the types of existing influencers? The majority of influencers fit into the following 
categories, with the last category rapidly becoming the most important: 
• Celebrities 
• Industry experts and thought leaders 
• Bloggers and content creators 
• Micro Influencers 

The category that most commonly suits the needs of DMOs is travel bloggers, people with a numerous 
follower base who travel to destinations to create articles and imagery/video about the visited places. They 
usually collaborate with travel brands to create content in exchange of travel and accommodation, and 
sometimes they are paid for each piece of content created. A great example is the Bucket List Family, a 
family of travellers and vlog makers with multiple channels that represents the family travel segment. 

Micro-influencers are influencers with a smaller following, but a high level of trust and authority with a 
highly engaged, niche audience. They might not have hundreds of thousands social media followers, yet 
they have immense credibility with their audience. In short, micro-influencers tend to charge less and can 
deliver more value due to their niche focus. Commonly defined as someone with 2,000 to 100,000 
followers, micro-influencers are becoming more and more popular as partners for destinations and 
attractions, rather than their massive counterparts. 

 https://influencermarketinghub.com/what-is-an-influencer/ 11
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As a DMO, before starting to work with influencers you need to make sure that the audience you want to 
reach is the same audience of the influencer, but also identify very well their engagement rate and type of 
followers, make an assessment of the feasibility of the collaboration and set realistic goals.  

Influencer marketing 

It has recently been debated as to whether using influencers as part of your marketing strategy is a positive 
move to drive your brand, or whether this type of marketing is now outdated and potentially damaging to 
your image in the public eye, as examples have demonstrated over the past year or so.  

There are, of course, pros and cons to using influencers to promote your brand across their vast audiences. 
Recent scandals involving influencers for Sony, Disney, Google and YouTube have sent warnings through 
the industry of allowing these young creators control over companies’ marketing campaigns, after 
witnessing the damage these scandals inflicted upon these global brands. In spite of this, influencer 
marketing still remains a fruitful method of advertising a company’s products or services by connecting with 
a larger audience, providing this is conducted in an appropriate manner. 

There are three important aspects to influencer marketing that marketers should keep in mind when 
embedding the influencer into the campaign, the first being transparency. It should be clear at all times that 
the promotions produced by brands and influencers alike are in fact paid promotions and partnerships of 
sorts. On Instagram, this can be easily achieved via the sponsored pin. Transparency should also occur 
between the brand and the influencer, in order that both parties receive value from their partnership. 

Secondly, authenticity is also a key aspect to consider, as consumers will act negatively to content they 
perceive as staged. Marketers have a responsibility now to thoroughly research their potential brand 
influencers in order to make an informed and educated decision as to the suitability of the specific influencer 
for the brand’s message and ethos. By doing this, the consumer will remain at the centre of the campaign, 
of which will depict reality, real life and real bodies. There is a much greater chance of ROI here, as the 
audience can fully relate to the advertisement. 

Lastly, brands should be thoroughly vetting their potential influencers so as to become familiar with their 
career history as well as its expected direction. Brands like L’Oreal have started conducting background 
checks to vet their influencers, which help ensure the safety of the brand and the protection of the brand’s 
image. As marketing strategies evolve with the rapid pace of the industry, social media influencers are now 
forming key components of these strategies rather than just acting as a marketing tactic. The contracts 
between these partnerships must also reflect this industry evolution, some of which already include social 
responsibility clauses, which protect the brand’s right to pull out of a contract should the influencer threaten 
the company’s reputation. 

By taking into account transparency, authenticity and vetting procedures when creating and implementing 
campaigns, companies can protect their brand while maximising their influencer ROI. 
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Social Media Takeover 

Social media takeovers are now an essential part of every destination's approach to engage different 
audiences. The added-value of organising takeovers is the opportunity to share more varied and creative 
content,  enabling audiences  to experience and see the destination through the eyes of an influencer, 
creative content creator or local. Takeovers have proven to deliver results for destinations, enabling them to 
expand the DMO reach, be discovered by new followers, increase overall followership and engagement and 
help to  communicate the destination brand. Channels such as Instagram and Snapchat really lend 
themselves for takeovers, but also Facebook Live can be a great way for destinations to hand over their 
channel to let influencers or creatives share a different perspective on the destination, travel tips or 
suggestions.  

When planning social media takeovers, make sure you are planning a long-term schedule to ensure 
consistency through a year-round series, working with different people that can add value to your overall 
channel communication. Finding people with the right fit is critical to entice followers through great visuals 
and storytelling and also align audiences.  

You can use this Template to plan your social media takeover. 

Finding the right channels 

As previously mentioned, every DMO should tailor their marketing strategies around their audience by 
crafting the right message. This is achieved through a variety of means - tone of voice, style of 
communication, working with ambassadors and influencers to reach and engage potential consumers, and 
lastly, choosing the right channels to promote your message through. The latter is the method you choose 
in order to advertise your destination and promote your message to your target audience, and is 
fundamental in marketing success. First, it is important to understand how you are getting your brand in 
front of your customers, the range of channels that you are currently using - online and offline, and if there 
are any options available for free advertising. 

With so many options available to advertise your destination , it can be difficult to decide which ones are 12

for your DMO, so it’s worth putting in some time understanding the channels to make the correct choice. 
Thankfully, we’re here to give you a run down of the top ones and why we think they could benefit your 
DMO, saving you time sifting through reviews and reports. Remember, one size does not fit all, so just 
because one channel worked well for one destination, doesn’t mean it is the right fit for your DMO. 

Social media 
Let’s start with social media. An effective, and most importantly, free way to reach customers, social media 
is an excellent place to advertise your destination, as one of your basic communication channels. There are 

 https://www.trekksoft.com/en/blog/list-of-best-distribution-channels-for-tour-operators12
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many social media platforms to choose from, so it’s important to use market research to uncover which 
ones work for you. Facebook is obviously key, as DMOs can share articles, related content, beautiful 
images, and share customer-created content, which is an effective and free way to get your brand in front of 
hundreds, or even thousands of potential customers. Your destination no doubt offers beautiful scenery and 
is very visually marketable, so Instagram is also a fabulous channel. The app is a perfect (and free) way of 
sharing beautiful images of your destination, and using hashtags as a way to curate who gets to see your 
image. 

Your website 
High levels of direct booking and searches mean that your website remains one of the most important 
distribution channels for your DMO. Customers get direct insights into your destination via your website, and 
are also able to ask questions and find out local information. Because of this, your website needs to be at 
the top of its game with regards to its SEO so it appears high up on search results, and contain relevant and 
easily-accessible information for your audience. 

Online booking/review sites 
As a DMO, the use of sites like Expedia and TripAdvisor to market your destination should be amongst your 
top priorities. A study conducted by Phocuswright showed that 53% of consumers making a booking 
wouldn’t commit to it until having read reviews. Moreover, a massive 80% of consumers read between 6 
and 12 reviews before making their booking, displaying the importance of these booking and review sites in 
destination marketing. 

YouTube 
Does your DMO already have a YouTube channel? How is it doing? It’s important to regularly check on it to 
track your most popular videos and respond to any comments from your audience. YouTube is the second 
largest search engine after Google, and travellers are spending more and more time each year using the 
platform for travel inspiration and research. Curating great video content is a fantastic way of getting your 
brand in front of your consumers, and showing off your destination to the world, and what’s more, is that it 
plays an important role in your website SEO and also in your content marketing strategies. Your DMO can 
use your YouTube channel to encourage trip inspiration, to enable trip planning to sort out the finer details, 
and as a means for your consumer to validate their booking choice. Your DMO should view YouTube as an 
additional channel which grows awareness of your brand and destination, and generates interest amongst 
your target audience. 
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On this note, the DTTT developed a report on YouTube, “YouTube: A Starter Guide for Destinations” that 
you can access through the Launchpad, which is interesting for destinations wanting to take back control of 
their Youtube presence, looking at new ways of presenting and organising video on the channel. 

Chinese social media 
Populated by more than 1.4billion people, China is one of the most ‘connected’ countries in the world with 
over 1billion of its residents using social media. Due to government restrictions, China has developed their 
own forms of social media, apps and sites, and it’s important as a DMO to understand these in order to 
effectively target such a huge potential market. According to Hootsuite , the most active apps in China are 13

WeChat, followed by QQ and Alipay. Free of charge, the concept of WeChat is, in essence, a tool to send 
voice messages, videos, pictures and text, with over 1billion users. Weibo boasts over 400million users and 
is a blogging platform used for social networking and sharing short messages in real-time, a sort of mix 
between Twitter and Facebook. Whether for advertisement or to engage with Chinese potential visitors it is 
very important to choose the right channel depending on the specific goal of your DMO. 

 https://www.hicom-asia.com/chinese-kol-top-10-social-media-platforms-they-use/13
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CREATING YOUR AUDIENCE STRATEGY - TEMPLATES 

Once your target audience is defined and you have investigated ways to craft the right messages for the 
right audience through the right channels, it’s time to define more in detail how you will put the strategy in 
place. In this chapter we will guide you in the creation of an audience strategy through the use of Templates 
we created to help you identify and understand your markets and audiences. 

1. Markets & Audiences - Sprint 

The first step in the creation of an audience strategy is a brainstorming Sprint. Gather your whole team and 
use the Markets & Audiences - Sprint template to map out trends, opportunities, consumer demographics, 
needs, key influences and interests of your existing target audience. 

Use the sticky notes or write directly on each section of the template to gather data and answer these 
questions: 

Trends 
Which market trends are you seeing right now generally? Are there rising trends that your organisation 
should be tapping into? What market trends are you currently exploring? 
Opportunities 
Where do you see market opportunities for your organisation? Do changes in current and traditional 
markets present new opportunities for you? Where do opportunities exist which haven't yet been fully 
exploited? 
Consumer demographics 
How are visitor profiles changing? How successful is your organisation in engaging new types of visitors vs. 
old? How do you ensure your destination stays relevant? 
Need mapping 
How well-defined are your audiences? Who is your online audience and what are their needs? How can you 
support their needs to help form an opinion, develop an interest and support their visit? 
Key influences 
What factors influence their impression of your destination? How do factors like reputation, price, image, 
impact perception and the decision process? Are we successful at shaping this impression? 
Interests 
What are the key interests which resonate well  with online audiences? Where do you believe your 
organisation stands apart from other destinations and which 'niche' audiences are key to engaging 
audiences online? 
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2. Creating Customer Personas 

As we explained in the previous chapter, having customer personas is a great way to focus on your 
audience in a more targeted way, according to the characteristics of the audience segments. Customer 
personas are a great tool that each organisation should have because not only it gives a precise description 
of potential customers but it also helps the organisation to have common knowledge about their audience.  

How to create personas? 

If you have a clear understanding of your target markets it should be easy for you to start thinking about 
fictional characters that belong to each of them. But if you are not familiar with your audience or struggle to 
identify your target segments, there are 4 steps to take according to Buffer  that could help you in the 14

creation of personas. 

1. Check your website analytics 
It might be the last thing that comes to your mind but checking Google Analytics of your DMO website is 
actually a very accurate solution to find out who are the average visitors, where do they come from, what 
keywords they use to find you and which content they browse on the website, which also gives you a rough 
estimate of their interests. 

2. Involve the whole team in creating profiles 
The whole team means the whole team, not only your marketing colleagues. Gather them and work 
together in the definition of the characteristics of personas. The exercise has to be a more like a 
brainstorming at the beginning but with the ultimate goal to create a customer persona card. 

3. Social media research 
Social media is a goldmine of information about your audience. Most social media platforms have an 
analytics section that lets you discover data about your users like age, gender, interests, etc. Gather all that 
information and add it to the list for the final representation of your personas.  

4. Ask your audience questions 
Use surveys and interviews to find precise insight about your customers. Surveys are an easy way to gather 
data quickly if you already have a good list of customers to contact. Interviews can reveal deeper insight 
about goals, motivations and frustrations which help to get the picture of the persona. 

Create the persona 
When working on personas, it is important to start giving each person a name, age and provenience as well 
as mapping out their general interests.  

 https://buffer.com/library/marketing-personas-beginners-guide14
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Characterise the persona 
It is also useful to create a quote for the persona that illustrates their attitude towards travel and holidays or 
their preference towards your destination. 

Next, it is important to map out in detail what describes each persona best in six categories: 
1. Demographics: where does this customer live, income, occupation, marital status, children, etc. 
2. Behaviours: describe typical behaviour when planning and going on holiday 
3. Attitudes: highlight attitudes towards travel as well as specific interests 
4. Needs/ Challenges: describe the specific needs and challenges of the consumer 
5. Goals/ Motivations: what motivates the consumer to go on holiday, what are key motivators for travel 
6. How can we help?: define how the DMO could help these personas overcome their challenges along 

the visitor cycle, whether helping them take the travel decision or planning their trip. 

Target the persona 
Now that you have a clear picture of the persona, you can start thinking about ways to target the persona 
with specific content about your destination, through defined channels, maybe making use of ambassadors 
who can promote a specific experience to do at the destination which is perfect for the persona. 

The data gathered through this template will ultimately help you in the final representation of the persona, 
through the Customer Persona Card. 
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3. Customer Persona Card 

After mapping out all the necessary information about your personas you might find useful to create a sort 
of ID for the persona, what we call the “Customer Persona Card”, a visual and clear representation of the 
persona, with a real picture to portray it. 

In case you have research around audiences that is up to date and relevant, the template can be used to 
visualise and illustrate findings and preferences a bit better. You can fill in the template as a group or 
individually. The goal is to be as precise as possible when filling in the persona descriptions, using an image 
and quote to humanise your customers. Each persona should function as a reminder to always keep the 
customer needs, expectations and preferences in mind when delivering marketing activities. 

If you are operating in different markets, it is useful to adapt the personas to the specific market needs, 
ensuring your messaging and communication is targeted and efficient. Circulating the personas internally 
can help to understand and focus who you are targeting, humanising your customers to personalise your 
marketing activities. 
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3. Identifying ambassadors & Influencers 

Creating persona-specific content.  Instead of creating content and marketing it to a specific segment, 
customer personas can help to inform what kind of content is created in the first place. Insight into whether 
the customer cares about topics like charity, technology or the environment can also provide an indication of 
what else they might want to hear about. 
Partner with people your personas love. Finally, by working with a company or influencer that will definitely 
appeal to the customer, brands can be sure that they are spending both time and budget wisely – and also 
helping to prevent miss-judged and potentially damaging brand-associations. 
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5. Crafting the right message for your audience 

This Shaping the Brand mural is one of our sprint murals designed to get your whole team working together 
to shape your brand!  
This mural takes you through each aspect of your brand so you are able to get a holistic view of how your 
brand currently works with your organisation. It then walks you through identifying how you want to shape 
your brand from your communication to your key audiences.  
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CASE STUDIES AND TALKS 

Singapore Tourism: A 360 Perspective 

With more than 1 million international visitors every month, Singapore is nowadays one of the trendiest 
tourism destinations worldwide. Singapore Tourism Board (STB), the Singaporean destination marketing 
organisation, launched a medium-term marketing strategy (2016- 2020) in order to tackle the increasingly 
complex tourism landscape and to stay ahead of the competition. In a world that is constantly evolving, in 
which technology facilitates and influences the consumer behaviour, destinations need to evolve and adapt 
to the travellers of today. Here at the #DTTT, we consider Singapore Tourism Board as one of the DMOs 
that innovate its brand with a strategy that focuses on local people, their stories, their passions and dreams 
and deliver it through effective digital strategies. 
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Adara Case Study: Turespaña 

Turespaña is the official National Tourist Organisation for Spain, responsible for promoting Spain as a global 
tourist destination year round. As a popular destination, the challenge is not in attracting tourists, but in 
refining a clear strategy that focuses on specific audiences. For this reason, it created a campaign to target 
specific segments. Initially, the campaign identified six different segments within the two main markets; the 
mature market and the emerging markets. After conducting several studies analysing different tourist 
profiles, the findings demonstrated that a particular segment provided greater revenue and overall value in 
overcoming the initial challenges. From this, further studies were developed within the key markets to learn 
more about this segment such as preferences, tastes and habits. As a result, the primary goal of the new 
campaign was to attract, “the cosmopolitan traveller”. The cosmopolitan traveller tends to be a very high-
value tourist to DMOs. They tend to spend more money, stay for longer periods and most significantly, is a 
frequent traveller who makes several trips a year, seeking unique and authentic experiences, choosing to 
live as a local and discover the lesser known parts of a destination. They are conscious travellers, aware of 
sustainable tourism and their impact on where they are visiting. Watch the case study to learn how 
Turespaña dealt with this market segment. 
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Geneva: Global Inbound Marketing for City Tourism 

After transforming internal processes and establishing a clear organisational structure over the last several 
years, Geneva Tourism  is continuing to develop its digital activities, consistently refining the digital strategy 
into that of a highly sophisticated and targeted approach. The strategy is largely based on a strong data-
driven foundation, utilising visitor insight and content engagement to better target and optimise key 
objectives and performance. 
We spoke to Vincent Dubi, Marketing Director at Geneva Tourism, who is responsible for overseeing all 
marketing activities, in addition to internal structures and processes within the organisation. Karen McBride 
heads up the entire digital strategy, and together they share some unique insights into organisational 
structuring, adapting the digital strategy to successfully respond to market changes and most importantly, 
reaching the right audiences. 
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Game of Thrones Screen Tourism Campaigns 

In 2017 we interviewed Tourism Ireland because of their success in realising early on that screen tourism 
was a huge opportunity for them, investing major resources into building more and more activities around 
Game of Thrones and other screen opportunities. Fast forward six years of filming Game of Thrones in 
Northern Ireland, the series has become a huge part in showcasing Northern Ireland's landscape and 
culture. It is, therefore, no surprise that Northern Ireland as a destination is now marketed as the Game of 
Thrones Territory, attracting visitors from all over the world. 
The Game of Thrones series opened up a global stage for marketing Ireland as a tourism destination. The 
foundation for Tourism Ireland's venture into using screen tourism as a marketing tool is its partnership with 
HBO which has evolved and grown over the years. Tourism Ireland see major potential in screen tourism, 
due to its strong influence on travel enabling them to reach a global audience of potential visitors but most 
of all a niche audience of people interested in the TV series. 
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Visit Britain: China Naming Campaign 

With many destinations now looking to explore new markets, in 2014 China presented a unique opportunity 
for Visit Britain. China is the worlds largest outbound market, the world's largest nation in population terms, 
and recently overtook the United States and became the world's largest economy in pure GDP terms. It is 
therefore a desirable market for Visit Britain to target. In December 2014, Visit Britain began their 
bespoke China campaign "Great Names for Great Britain". The Visit Britain campaign in China was led by 
an agency in China and supported by VB’s Chinese team. Its strategy was based on a consolidated budget 
of £1.6 million, a relative drop in the ocean, that was utilised in order to carry out a creative campaign to 
engage the younger, educated, affluent and confident Chinese demographic rather than the package tour 
segment. This demographic already has a high awareness of overseas destinations, and is also quite 
confident in its collective ability to navigate them. The campaign was considered a good starting point for 
conversations across channels through PR and Chinese social media. We selected this case study because 
it gives a great example of a DMO targeting a specific market segment crafting the right messages and 
distributing them on the right channels. 
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Watch the case study

https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/visit-britain-china-naming-campaign/


Attracting and Engaging with An Up-and-Coming Market 

Dubai is the 4th most visited city worldwide, but like others, each destination deals with different challenges 
and barriers.  Tourism now makes up the most significant part of Dubai’s GDP,  and while there is no 
shortage of attracting visitors, it is now about attracting the right kind of visitors.  
Hoor Alkhaja,  Associate Vice President at Dubai Tourism, shares insights on Dubai's rebrand, its 360 
marketing strategy specifically for China and always-on marketing campaigns, especially focusing on the 
use of the right platforms and social media but most of all the collaboration with partners as well as 
influencers representing different target segments like free-independent travellers, families, boy-boy travel, 
girl-girl travel, etc. 
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Watch the talk

https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/attracting-engaging-coming-market/


Global Perspectives On Asia 

#DTTT Global 2018 in Helsinki was the stage of many speakers talking about the rising of the Chinese 
traveller market. We hosted a panel with few destinations and travel companies to discuss their different 
experiences and strategies with the Asian market, particularly the Chinese market. Banff and Lake Louise, 
Visit Helsinki, ETC and Nordic Friend together discussed the use of appropriate channels for the market, 
budget restraints,  equipping your  team to ensure they are 'China ready', educating the market, and 
watching out for fake influencers. 
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Watch the talk

https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/global-perspectives-on-asia/


The power of Digital 

Digital has completely changed how we live, breathe, talk, discover and book. And is really key is to 
understand how this will continue to change. 
Nick Hall, CEO and founder of the Digital Tourism Think Tank, talks about millennial generation and gen Z 
and how these generations are  transforming the way travel is consumed. Destinations and travel brands 
need to change their approach by starting creating product experiences that cater to this market. 
In addition, it's fundamental to start thinking how we can put the visitor right at the centre of our strategy, 
how we can connect with our visitors and lastly how we can use data to understand them better. 
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Watch the talk

https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/the-power-of-digital/


Destination Brand Stories - Visit Wales 
 
Bryn Halliwell and his content team at Visit Wales have been working on a full-scale transformation of their 
approach to content, with dedicated teams heading up each major social channel to create content, build a 
community and exploit real-time marketing opportunities as they arise. Working with new types of content 
and technology, Bryn and his team have been pushing the boundaries of what DMOs normally do with 
content. From working with a network of talented local content creators and building complex mapping 
solutions, Visit Wales are aiming to build an outstanding content which lives online with relevance. 
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Ticino Tourism on creating a dynamic brand platform through collaboration 

Manuela Nicoletti, Director of Marketing at Ticino Turismo, speaks about the evolution of the destination 
brand we see today, and how this new brand has been  effective in communicating the many different 
elements that make Ticino unique.  

Manuela also shares insight into the importance of content within the communication strategy, generating 
good video material and photo galleries, focusing on storytelling and inspirational content. As well as why 
traditional print media is still included in the strategy. Micro experiences are also part of the new strategy. 
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Talking Branding, Happiness and Global Trends 

Danish Farhan is the founder of a boutique brand consulting agency known as Xisché. Based in the UAE, 
Danish is heading all the way to sunny Kristiansand to talk about what makes a successful brand, why 
happiness is so important for the visitor economy and how to achieve desirability as a travel brand. 
As part of this talk, Danish shares some thought-provoking ideas, getting under the skin of what drives a 
strong brand in tourism. With a wealth of experience and success in the destination branding of Dubai, 
Danish dives into the components of happiness and how Dubai as a city decided to change their approach 
in marketing the city worldwide. For destinations that are in the process of re-thinking their destination 
branding or for those that are looking to be inspired by an innovative approach, Danish shares some great 
thoughts and inspires us to innovate ourselves, thinking outside the box. 
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ONLINE LEARNING 

As the previous chapters of the Transformation, we released the fourth module of the 12 Part DMO 
Transformation Course, Shaping the Brand, to guide you in understanding the topic through the online 
learning course with video lessons, quizzes and many case studies and examples related to this stage of 
transformation. 

Once completed, you'll get a certificate which shows you are equipped to start changing your organisation 
with the #DTTT's seal of approval. 

Click on the link below to join the course. If you are a #DTTT Member, ask the Launchpad Resource 
Manager of your DMO how to access the course, or contact the #DTTT Team through the chat on the 
Launchpad or by email at michela@thinkdigital.travel.  
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Go to the online course!

mailto:michela@thinkdigital.travel
https://dttt.thinkific.com


ASANA PROJECT TEMPLATE 

Along with this report, templates and online course about Shaping the Brand, we created an Asana Project 
Template that you can import into your Asana workspace to start working on your branding strategies and 
be at the forefront of this fundamental aspect of tourism. 

With this, you’ll have a project with multiple tasks to plug-in and play, including the actions you need to take 
to understand  your visitors' needs, the local industry's needs and offer and start creating memorable 
products and experiences for your visitors. 
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Go to the online course!

https://dttt.thinkific.com
http://www.asana.com
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